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Aug 24, 2012 I have been using Edius since version 1, but never bothered learning this keyer. The updated to Edius 7 gave me the opportunity to look at how this keyer works and I have come to the conclusion that it is not worth upgrading to this version. It isn't as versatile as the previous keyers for Edius. Just as with the other ones, you have to put in a proxy server and I have no idea how to do that.
If I didn't have access to a DSL router there are many other options. I guess I could have just used a smaller version of the original that did not require the proxy server?. May 9, 2016 it is recommended that you use the smallest size possible. This is to use the most space on your drive and to make the most efficient video export. May 9, 2016 To use the most recent version of edius, you'll have to

download from a manual installation. This is very easy to do and will also make for some specific features that are not available with the automatic install version. Mar 3, 2016 With all the programs that offer v2.4.x, why would anyone need to update to v3.x?. Oct 25, 2019 I have been working with Robuskey Edius for years, but never found the time to update to the newest version or more
importantly, try out the new features. Well, I recently decided to give it a try. It's so much better than the older version, especially the updated layers. The only reason I bought the trial was to get the updated layers on my new system. I have not found one big new feature, but there were many small improvements that were not on the list of requested features. There are now color picker buttons in the
beginning of each layer, but there is no direct filter menu button. The color picker button is very small and is also on a black background. A few of the saved sets were.wma instead of.wma8, so I made that change to fix it. I would like to see a full featured keyer tool for Edius, but the cost seems to be just too high in order to justify purchasing. Aug 4, 2020 Robuskey edits learn faster than you in the

beginning. You'll learn new and new commands and tricks. However, some of the new features are overwhelming and will make things seem very difficult. Just keep at it
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